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NEUTRON MULTIPLICITY COUNTER DEVELOPMENT*

D. G. Langner, M. S. Krick, N. Ensslin, G. E. Bosler, and N. Dytlewski**
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

was designed to be used with multiplicity-sorting electronics
that could sort multiplicities up to seven and a moment anal-

We have designed and built two multiplicity counters ysis technique that greatly reduces the measurement times
to test the usefulness of multiplicity counting for the safe- needed to obtain good statistical precision for large samples.
guards assay ot plutonium-bearing materials. 'lhc fast pro-- Using the experience gained from this first counter, we de-
totype cou-'cr has been characterized and a variety of pluto- signed and built a second counter to be more applicable to
nium-beari:_::materials have been meastar, d with it. Assays facility measurements.
accurate to ..-0.7% have been obtained for both pure and
impure plutonium oxide samples in reasonable measurement 2. The Dual-Mode MultiplicityCaunm-
times. Assays accurate to -5% have been obtained for metal
samples. A second multiplicity counter has been designed The fast multiplicity counter consists of 130, 50.8-
using experience gained from the Va'stas well as Monte cm-active-length 3He tubes. A schematic diagram of this
Carlo simulations. The second counter was designed to be counter is shown in Fig. 1. In the counter's initial ¢onfigu-
more suitable for in-plant measurementof pyrochemical pro-- ration, each of the JHe tubes was wrapped in a 0.7-era-thick
cess materials. This pak_r presents the results of characteri- sleeve of high-density polyethylene followed by an outer,
zation studies of the two instruments. 0.08 l-cre-thick sleeve of cadmium. Each wrappedtube was

then placed in the aluminum core as shown in the diagram.
I Introduction From the Monte Carlo design calculations we expected this
' configuration of the counter to have a low detection cfff-

A conventional passive neutron coincidence assay of ciency but a very low die-away time. The short die-away
plutonium measures the first and second moments of the time was essential so that short coincidence-gate widths
neutron multiplicity dts_ibution of a sample and deduces could be used without loss of counting precision. Short gate
from t_hemthe sample, s fertile mass. The problem with this widths were necessary so that the multiplicity circuit would
technique is that there areactually three variables in the zm,a- not overflow for large samples. The counter was called the
surement problem: the sample mass, the (tz,n) neutron rate dual-mode counter because it was also designed to operate in
of the sample, and the multiplication of neutrons by the a high-efficiency mode with the cadmium sleeves removed.
sample. Thus, conventional coincidence techniques only Ear'_ycharacterization studies of the counter in its low-
provide accurate assays for pure materials; for samples efficiency mode (cadmium sleeves in piace)revealed a detec-
whose impurities are known well enough to compute the tion efficiency of 17% for a 252Cfsource placed in thecenter
raCo, a, of their (a,n) neutron rate to their spontaneous- of its 16.5-cm-wide by 25.4-cre-high sample chamber and a
fission rate; or for impure samples whose serf-multiplication
is known/1/.

The goal of neutronmultiplicity counting is to obtain a _'_/
third quantity from the multiplicity distributions and to de- ' TopEnd Plug
duce ali three variables fi'om rncasur_ quantities. Our first
assays using multiplicity counting and a conventional -],,ar/Fkm_ova_ Sactlon
thermal-nev_'un detector were obtained from measurements

HVJunctionBox

performed m a modified, active-well counter using special- ; _///, 3He Tubesized shift-register electronics designed and built just for the 1 Ipurpose/2/. These assays were accurate to -2% (1o) for a
variety of pure and impure materials. However, very long
measurement times were necessary to obtain this accuracy Inserts
for large samples with an a greater than about 0.5 because
of the large statisticalerrorin themeasmedtriples to doubles LI
ratio. )

Assays of this accuracy can _ obtained in more rea-
sonable measurement times if ",heneutron counter is de-

Lsigned to have a very high detection efficiency relative to

surements and a low die-away time. Short electronic dead- ]
time is also essential if accurate deadfime corrccuons are to

he performed. This paper reports on two therm_-neutron _--
counters that have eeen designed and built at Los Alamos to A

achieve the goal of ac_a'ate multiplicity assays in reasonable III '"" ==:='="measureraent times. The first prototype counter was built to es
study the effects of counter design on multiplicity assay, lt [ | I _'_'Ol_lmitlm _v_

*This work is supportedby the US. Departmentof Energy, I _ _peb_ttr/_me I_"torOffr,e of Safeguards and Security.
**Visiting Scientist from theAustralianNuclear Science and BottomEmPlug
Tech..nol_ngy___.gm-.izafion, __ivat, Mali Rag, .g_l_fpajiNSW

2234, Australia. FiX.1. Schematicof thedual-modemultiplicitycornier.



die-away time of I1.8 Its. In the high-efficiency mode, the 1.1s , , , I , , ,

measured detection efficiency was 53% for 252Cf and its die- >. • Measured Total Nautron Rate
away time was 57 Its. >e • MeasuredCoincidenceRate

Using assay variance as a figure-of-merit for multiplic-
ity counters, Ensslin ct al./3/have written a program that o _ 1.10

predicts the statistical accuracy of a multiplicity assay as a _ i _._
function of a detector's efficiency and its die-away time; a _ _ 1.0s
sample's effective 240pu content, self-multiplication, and w

(a,n) neutron rate; and the measurement count time. They _have calculated the precision of assays performed by this
ee_ 1.0G; * -prototyve counter for samples whose a is less than 5 and ,,

whose 2a0pu-effective content is between 7.6 and 143 g. o
These calculations predicted that the dual-mode counter will t _ i t t _
perform more accurate assays in the high-efficiency mode °'ss0 1 2 a 4 s s r s
than in the low-efficiency mode for samples of this type. In DISTANCE_ CEWI_R(cm_
the high-efficiency mode, however, the shift-register mdti-

plicity circuit had to be upgraded to handle higher multiplici- Fig.3. Radialresponseto a 252Cfsourceof thedual-modemultiplic-
ties. In Ref. 3, Ensslin et al. report on measurements made itycounterin the high-e_ciency mode.
with this counter in the low-efficiency mode using the origi-
nal multiplicity circuit that could sort multiplicities up to
seven. Measurements made in the high-efficiency mode
with a new multiplicity circuit capable of sorting multiplici- analysis of the corrected multiplicity distributions to yield as-
ties up to 32 are reported here. say results was based on the emitted moments calculated by

Figures 2 and 3 show the spatial response of the dual- Boehnel 151and Cifarelli and Hage/6L The calibration pa-
mode counter in the high-efficiency mode measured with a rameters were the detector's efficiency for a nonmultiplying,
252Cf source centered in the sample chamber and moved ax- pm'e plutoniumoxide __spin_pie; gate fractions degived from the
ially and radially. This detector's response is uniform in the die-away response to 252_; and known values for the first,
central region of the cavity, decreases near the end plugs, second, and third induced-fission moments for 239pu at
and increases near the cavity's outer walls. 2 MeV.

Eight pure plutonium oxide samples, seven impure The multiplicity assay results for the 23 samples are
oxide samples, and eight plutonium metal samples were given in Table I. Figures 4 and 5 give the assay results
measured using the new multiplicity electronics package and derived as above for these samples relative to their known
the dual-mode counter in the high-efficiency mode. For the reference values. Included in these plots, for comparison,
oxide samples, the predelay was set at 3 Its and the coinci- are the assay results obtained using conventional passive,
dence gate width was 32 Its. For the metal samples, the neutron coincidence assay methods. For the oxide samples,
predelay was also 3 _ts. but the gate width had to be de- the conventional two-parameter assay analysis included a
creased to 12 Its to keep the multiplicity circuit's sorting multiplication correction based on a value for tz calculated
register from overflowing. Ali samples were centered in the from the known isotopic ratios for the samples. For the
sample cavity where the detector's response was most tmi- metal samples, no multiplication correction was performed.
form. The oxide samples were measured for 5000 s each; The calibration parameters for the conventional assays were
the metal samples were measured for 1000 s each. derived from the characterization with 252Cf and a relation-

Because the multiplicities counted with the new circuit ship d,-rived for the pure oxides between the multiplication-
ranged from I to 32 for these samples andavailable deadfirne corrected coincidence rate and the known 2'_Opu-effective
correction schemes could not provide accurate correction for mass.
mu|tiplicit,., distributions this large, a new scheme was Table II gives a comparison of the overall assay results
derived so t!latmeasurements from the new circuit could be obtained for these samples with the multiplicitty approach to
properly ce,fretted. This new technique by Dytlewski is de- the conventional assay results. The improw:ment attained
scribed in k'ef. 4. Ali assays were based on measured mul- with the multiplicity analysis is striking. The results of the
tiplicity dist:ibutions corrected using this approach. The multiplicity assay compared to reference valutes for the pure

and impure oxide samples display no statistically significant
bias, and the scatter in the results is consistent with the ex-
pected uncertainty in the reference values and the statistical
precision predicted by Ensslin et al./3/A rnc_ recent effort

1.es _ I ' ' has been made to predict the statistical precision of multiplic-
ity assays from measured quantities. The results of this ef-

1.m _ fort are reported in Ref. 7.

o o< ___,,¢_,r- _ The.metal sampleresults display a bias and their scatter

_'_' is slightly larger than expected. Although the reason for

!_ O.N these discrepancies is not yet completely understood, severalfactors have been identified that may be lresponsible for
,c_ s.m them. One factor is that the reference values for three of the

_ / | samples were suspect. These samples are starredin Table I.

_ I J However, removing the results for these samples from the

us • _ tom Nwnn mm calculation of the average and standard deviation of the
• _ _ _m assays only improves the latter. The bias remains about the

0.80 1 I I I same.

o s _o _s 20 2s Several factors may contribute to this bias. One factor
sotmct _ AmOVET_ cAvrrvFtooe (eta} is that the die-away response for this counter was not expo-

nential. Figure 6 displays the measured die-away response
for this counter for 252Cf with an exponential fit overlayed.F_. _ A__ ,'-r__no_.jetaa 252C_"un.'c_of.t_ duoJ.mode

counterin the/,/gh_ncy mode. At early times the die-away is faster;,at latertimes there is a
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TABLE 1. MulnpLicityAssay Rcsul_ (Yotamedwlth the Dua.I-ModeMul_plicity Coun_t in
the High-Efficiency Mode

To_ Pu 240Pu.effecnve Multiplicity
Sample Type _g) (,_., M Alpha Assay/Reference

Pure oxide 59.97 10.10 1.025 0.436 0.993

Pureoxide 171.9 29.29 1.038 0,426 1.001

Pun)oxide 321.9 54.33 1.050 0.418 1.009

Pure oxide 384.8 65.10 1.056 0.416 1.002

F)ttr¢oxide 543.8 92.14 1.070 0,416 1.010

Pur_oxide 612.7 I04.5 1.078 0.418 l.Ol3

Pure oxide 848.6 144.3 1.097 0.420 1.006

Pure oxide 876.6 149.1 1.084 0.413 1.011

lmpt_ oxide 19.97 1.977 1.014 0.807 1.000

Impure oxide 74.89 7.414 1.022 0.766 1.005

Impureoxide 149.8 14.83 1.031 0.766 0.999

Impttm oxide 299.6 29.66 1.043 0.747 1.014

Impure oxide 458.4 43.33 1.057 0.705 1.005

Impureoxide 614.0 64.95 1.063 0.710 0.998

Impute oxide 777.7 81.31 1.074 0.649 1.014

585 34.46 1.208 0.858 0.836

Mere/ 1000 57.66 1.590 0.024 0.936

Me_ 1352a 81.66 1.119 0.847 1.021

1678a 98.33 I. 175 0.682 0.830

Me_ 1729a 101.7 1.410 0.198 0.912

Mell 2000 115.3 2.070 O.113 0.845

Mell 2200 130.8 1.611 0.086 0.898

Mini 2962 141.3 2.086 O.112 0.873

aRefemnce values may nec be a_m'me
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TABLE II. Comparison of the Overall Multiplicity Assay Results Obtained with the Dual-
Mode Multiplicity Counter in the High-Efficiency Mode to Conventional Assay
Results

Average Assay/Reference with Standard Deviation

Multiplicity
Sample Type Conventional Assay Results Assay Results

Pure plutonium oxides 1.004 ± 1.,$% 1.006 + 0.66%

Impure plutonium oxides 1.039 + 8.2% 1.005 _ 0.68%
Plutonium metal 2.665 ± 81% 0.894 ± 7.1%

Plutonium metal (subset) 0.975 ± 4.9%
using relative calibration

10.0 . __,L_ 1 ! I I I I I - 1.3 I I J I

_< MultipliCityCounter - z > 1.1

So

,.I.o : ,.0
i
_z MultiplicityCounter " 0.8 •

I I l l I l
0._ R J J J t _ t _ J 0"70 O.S 1.0 _.S 2.O 2.S _.0 3.S

0 _0 2o 30 4o so 60 7o 80 go 1_
TIME(ius) ENERGY(MEV)

Fig. 6. The die-away response of the dual-mode multiplicity counter in Fig. 7. The calculated efficiency of the dual.mode multiplicity counter
the high-efficiency mode and the pyrochemical multiplicity counter for in the high-efficiency mode and the pyrochemical multiplicity counter
252Cf. The former is normalized to 1: the latter is normalized to 10. for a monoenergetic point neatrct, source in the center of the samplechamber.

tail. This behavior complicates the determination of the energy of the neutrons emitted by the metal samples is larger
effective die-awaytime forthe counterand the subsequent on averagethan for the oxide samples,the detection cfff-
determinationof the gate fractionsneeded to analyze the ciency of the dual-modecounterwill be lowerandthe assay
detectedmultiplicitydistributions.The oxideassaysarenot will be biasedlow. A multiplicityanalysiswill be especially
assensitiveto errorsthatmayresultasa consequenceof this sensitiveto sucheffects becausethe detectedthirdmoment
complex die-awaybehaviorbecausetheir third momentis dependson thethirdpowerof thedetectionefficiency.
small(that is, theirself-multiplicationis small). However, The metalassays were re-evaluated,for the subsetof
the metal assays are muchmore sensitive m such errors, sampleswhosereferencevalues were believedto be accu-
becausetheirthirdnxm_entsaresubstantiallyhigherrelive rate, usinga relativecalibrationbasedon a smallmetal sam-
to their first and second moments, pie whose multiplication was known. Using this relative

Another possible source of the bias is that the average calibration approach instead of a calibration based on pluto-
energy of the neutrons emitted by the metal samples is prob- nium oxide substantially reduces the bias, which suggests
ably slightly different from that for the oxide samples. The that the bias is indeed caused by an effect related to the gen-
multiplicity assay calibration was based on a small plutonium - end sample composition. The overall results for this relative
oxide source. Spontaneous-fission neutrons from 240pu calibration method are included in Table II. More study is
have a mean energy of -2.0 MeV. Induced-fission neutrons needed to understand the effect of sample composition on
have a mean energy of -2.2 MeV; (ct, n) neutrons from oxy- multiplicity assays.
gen have a mean energy of-1.8 MeV. The average energy
of the neutrons emitted by these samples will be a complex 3. The Pyrochemical Multiplicity Counter
combination of these neutron energy spectra and spectra
resulting from (a,n) reactions with any other impurities. The assay results discussed above suggest that not
The calculated energy response of the dual-mode counter in only does a multiplicity counter need to have a high effi-
the high-efficiency mode relative to 2 MeV is given in Fig. ciency and a low die-away time, it should also have a detec-
7. These calculations were made with MCNP version 3B/8/ tion efficiency that does not vary with the emitted neutron
for a rnoaoenergetic point source placed in the center of the energy spectrum and a well-behaved, exponential die-away
sample chamber. From these calculations, if the mean response. The dual-mode counter was designed as a



research tool and was not optimized in this sense. Also, its measured die-away time is 47.2 its. The differences be-
sample cavity is too small to accommodate the large range of tween the calculations and the measured quantities are con-
container types that may be encountered in facilities, sistent with the above-mentioned design changes. The mea-

A second counter has been designed and built at Los sured die-away response of the pyrochemical multiplicity
Alamos to be more suited to in-plant use and to optimize, as counter is given in Fig. 6 along with an exponential fit.
much as reasonably possible, the parameters that have thus These data do not display the nonexponential behavior of the
far been identified as important in multiplicity assays by dual-mode counter.
thermal-neutron detectors. We determined the optimum at- Figures 9 and 10 show the spatial response of the
rangernent of tubes in the body of the counter and the best pyrochemical counter measured with a 252Cfsource centered
choice for end-plug materials to yield a high and invariant in the sample chamber and moved axially and radially. Sev-
detection efficiency by using Monte Carlo simulations, eral of the calculated points are overlayed for comparison.
These calculations are reported indetail in Ref. 9. The body This detector's response is more uniform in the central and
of the counter was constructed only from polyethylene to lower regions of the cavity than the dual-mode counter and
simplify its die-away response. In Figure 7 we compare the increases less near the cavity's outer walls. The agreement
calculated energy response of this new counter _othat of the between the calculations and measurements suggests that the
dual-mode counter. Monte Carlo model may also be useful to understand sam-

The new counter, nmTw.dthe pyrochemical multiplicity pie-related variations in the detector response that cannot
counter, consists of 126 3He tubes with 7 l-cre active lengths practically be ascertained any other way.
arranged in four rows. Figure 8 gives a schematic diagram
of this new counter as it was conceived after the calculations.
The cadmium-lined sample cavity is 24 cm in diameter and
38 cm high, and its efficiency prof'de was optimized for cans 1.os , , , , , , 1
up to 20 cm wide and 36 cm high. The end plugs are made
of graphite. To allow the counter to be used for both at-line _ 1.00I-- ,.,
and in-line applications, it was built in two identical halves, o
To accommodate the physical separation of the halves, one _ _,
tube from the third ring was moved to the outermost ring and | 0.os
the tubes in each ring were moved together slightly to allow _til
for the split in the junction box. The calculations were not _ _ 0.e0!"
repeated for this new configuration because we did not

expect it to significantly affect the results. Each half in the _ i t s• tbmmn_mmmMs__TomJ_aron

final counter then contains 63 tubes. The halves can be _ 0., u e,_utmsr.tJ _,nn hwt} A c,alcuwlMiCotn_ palm
brought together to form a single free-standing counter or
can be split and then placed around a glove-box well for in- 0.e0 i i I t I i t
line applications, o s 10 is 2o _ 3o 3s

The calculations predicted that the counter would have so0net po_nou ,taovt vnt CAVn'Va.OOR(eta)
an average detection efficiency of 57.0%, an exponential die-

away behavior, and a die-away time of 49.4 Ix225.2 The mca- Fig. 9. Axialresponseof the pyrochemical multiplicitycounterto aSured efficiency of the counter is 57.7% for _ Cf and its 252qsource.

[-"-7 Polyethylene 80.5cm

Air

JunctionBox

126Tubes SampleCavityis 24.1cmx 37.5cm
TubeSpacingis 1.59cm andis CadmiumLined

Fi&.8. Schematicof thepyrochemicalmultiplicfirycouater.



1.1s _ _ _ _ I _ multiplicity counter, which is smaller and less costly but

• Me,ureaTotalNeutronRote perhaps is limited to a smaller range of sample types, is
• Measured Coincidence Rate practical.

O < 1.10 -- E] Calculated Total Neutron Rate
t.-u
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